Lens Selection

**Clear**
Traditionally the most popular lens choice on the market they are suitable for permanent wear. Provide 99.9% UVA/UVB protection. All of our Bollé safety glasses are available in this lens option.

**Smoke**
Ideal for working in bright conditions outdoors. Smoke lenses are in many ways comparable to normal sunglasses but come with the added benefit of being EN166 impact resistant.

- Models available with smoke lens - Axis, Bandido, Cobra, Contour, Contour Metal, Silium, Slam, Tracker, Viper, Molucca, IRI-S

**Contrast**
A revolutionary design offering a new alternative for wearers of clear lenses. From top to bottom the lens gradient tint changes from dark to clear. Benefits include reduced eye strain, improved contrast and depth perception. They also reduce effort on the eyes.

- Models available with contrast lens - Axis, Cobra

**High Definition**
Suitable for all tasks except those that require solar protection for industrial use. They offer unparalleled levels of perception and clarity and offer greater visual comfort compared to standard clear lenses.

- Models available with HD lens - Cobra, Rush

**ESP**
Extra Sensory Perception offers an innovative coating reducing the harmful effects of blue light as well as reducing dazzle.

- Models available with ESP lens - Cobra, Contour, Contour Metal, Slam, Spider

**Yellow**
Approved for continuous use we recommend these for use during overcast days. A yellow lens will reduce glare and by offering additional levels of contrast will make it easier to see in lower light conditions.

- Models available with Yellow lens - Slam